Dear Editor,

We thank the editors and reviewers for the detailed assessment and helpful comments on our submission. We have now revised the manuscript accordingly to the editors' and reviewers' suggestion, which we believed improved the quality of our manuscript. Our response is enclosed below:

Q1:
Reviewer #1:
Scientific Quality: Grade C (Good)
Language Quality: Grade B (Minor language polishing)
Conclusion: Major revision
In text Some typing errors must be corrected such as difficulty correct to "difficulty" impaired movement correct to "impaired movement"..parasites.After... correct to ".parasites. After..."
Answer: Thank you for the nice advice. We have modified these details.

Q2:

Specific Comments To Authors:

The number of total references is few and a bit outdated, maybe a little more related references could also be cited.
Answer: Thank you for the nice advice. We have cited more related references.

Sincerely,
Lu Yu Xue